
CS 345C HW 1

Due in class on April 30th, 2008

1. Consider the mediated schema P(X,Y), and the following views (view definition followed by tuples):

GP(X, Y) = P(X, Z), P(Z, Y)
(0,2) (7,2) (1,11) (1,2) (3,8)

SB(X, Y) ⊆ P(X, Z), P(Y, Z)
(5,8)

CP(X, Y) ⊆ P(X, Y)
CP(X, Y) ⊆ P(Y, X)
(5,0) (7,6)

Note that GP is defined under the closed-world assumption while SB and CP are defined under the
open-world assumption. Find all certain answers for the following queries:

Q1(X, Y) :- P(X, Z), P(Y, Z), P(W, Z)
Q2(X, Y) :- P(Z, X), P(Z, Y)
Q3(X, Y) :- P(X, Z), P(Z, W), P(Y, W)
Q4(X, Y) :- P(Z, X), P(W, Z), P(W, Y)

2. Consider the following mediated schema and data sources:

Mediated Schema:

CompanyInfo(company-name, location, contact-info)
JobInfo(job-profile, compensation, description)
Postings(location, company-name, job-profile, posting-date)

Sources:

JobHeaven(company, job-profile, description, date, contact)
JobsNow(zipcode, job, salary, contact)
CompanyLocations(companyName, location)
JobTypes(job-profile, description)
JobsAtCitibank(branch, profile, description, salary, date)
PayByLocation(location, pay)
ContactInfo(company, contact)

Write semantic mappings for them in GAV and in LAV. Did you encounter limitations of either of the
formalisms in writing the descriptions? State any assumptions you need to make about the semantics
of the attributes.

3. Design a set of data sources and a mediated schema that you cannot map using LAV or GAV. Explain
why.

4. Consider the following claim. Given a mediated schema G and a set of LAV source descriptions
S1, · · · , Sn there is always a consistent instance of G, given any instances of the sources. Under what
conditions is this true? Show a counter-example when it is false.
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5. We say that a query Q1 contains the query Q2 w.r.t. a set of source descriptions if the certain answers
of Q1 are always a superset of the certain answers of Q2, given any instance of the sources.

Consider the schema that has two relations:

CarDesc(CarNo, Model, Color, Year)
Review(Model, Review, Rating)

CarDesc describes cars for sale by their number model, color and year. Review gives a rating and text
review for every car model. Consider the following queries:

Q1(CarNo, Review) :- CarDesc(CarNo, Model, C,Y), Review(Model, Review, Rating)
Q2(CarNo, Review) :- CarDesc(CarNo, Model, C, Y), Review(Model, Review, 10)
Q3(CarNo, Review) :- CarDesc(CarNo, Model, C, Y), Review(Model, Review, 10), Y< 1990.

(a) Which (normal) containment relationships hold between Q1, Q2 and Q3?

(b) Now suppose the schema above is a mediated schema and the following source descriptions are
available.
S1: RedCars(CarNo, Model, Year) ⊆ CarDesc(CarNo, Model, "red", Year)
S2: AntqCars(CarNo, Model, Year) ⊆ CarDesc(CarNo, Model, C, Year), Year < 1970
S3: CarAndDriver(Model, Review) ⊆ Review(Model, Review, 10)

That is, S1 gives listing of red cars only. S2 gives listings of antique cars (Year < 1970), and S3

gives reviews but only for cars with rating of 10. Which containment relationships hold w.r.t. the
source descriptions?

6. In LAV integration, let the certain answers for query Q be O under the open-world assumption, and
C under the closed-world assumption. Which of the following is true:

(a) O ⊆ C

(b) C ⊆ O

(c) None of the above

Justify your answer.

7. Consider the simple mediated schema with two relations, E1(X,Y) and E2(X,Y). Suppose we have the
following source and LAV descriptions: (the name of the source is the relation name on the left-hand
side of the description, V1, V2, V3)

V1(X) ⊆ E1(X,Y), E1(Y,X)
V2(X,Y) ⊆ E1(X,Y), E1(Y,X)
V3(X,Y) ⊆ E2(W,X), E1(X,Y)

For each of the following queries, show how to apply the MiniCon and Inverse-Rules Algorithm. For
MiniCon, show the MCDs the algorithm would create and the final rewritings.

Q1(X,Y) :- E1(X,Y), E1(Y,X), E2(W,X)
Q2(X) :- E1(X,Y), E1(Y,X), E2(W,X)
Q3(X,Y) :- E1(X,Y), E1(Y,X), E2(Y,X)
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